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The instant invention ‘relates'to a method and 
apparatus for the production of sound-absorbing 
materials and, more particularly, to a?-method 
and apparatus for modifying ?brous panels 
the like to improve their sound-absorbing char 
acteristics. 
Heretofore it has been known to employ-porous 

?brous panels such .as those madelof convention 
al?ber board comprising. water-laid felted wood 
?bers or the like as a sound-absorbing‘-facing-for 
the wallsgand ceilings ‘of rooms, the porous in~ 
terior of the board serving ,to dissipate: and de 
stroy sound penetratingv therein. 
The ef?ciencyof such panels, has been_.;impaired 

to a considerable‘extent by the presence ,ofv-dec 
orative coatings and ,the like which give the 
board a relatively vsound-reflective:surface. To 
overcome this difficulty it has beenknowngto 
drill the panels to form a plurality of elongated 
perforations or passages extending inwardly 
from the surface to be exposed, the‘passages per-' 
mitting an appreciable-proportion of sound of 
normal frequencies to readily penetratethe sur 
face to reach the porous interior. The passages 
also substantially increase the total area of the. 
board exposed to sound. The ‘principal object of 
the instant invention is the provision of an im 
proved method of forming such openings, the im 
proved method, as opposed to the known prac 
tice, involving relatively inexpensive apparatus 
and permitting an increased rate of output. 
Another object of the invention is the- provi 

' .sion of a method, as referred to, in which the 
openings are formed by displacement of the 
?bers laterally into the panel. 
A further object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a method in which the board or panel is 
penetrated at the selected locations by a plural 
-ity of sharpened, successively operated punches 
of different diameters. 
A still further object of the invention isv the 

' provision of a method and apparatus which pro 
vides for the simultaneous formation of a multi 
plicity of openings distributed throughout the 
area of the panel or board without crushing the 

same. 
My invention will be more fully understood 

and further objects and advantages thereof will 
become apparent when reference is made to the 
more detailed description thereof which is to 
follow and to the accompanying drawing, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a. perspective view of a panel formed in 
accordance with'the instant invention; 
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Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic elevational view of , an 55. 
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apparatus in accordance with the invention and 
for performmg the method; 

:3 a detail sectional view on an enlarged 
,scalegepictlngja portion of the apparatus; 

-;Fig'.,?1_,is..a fragmentary sectional view illus 
trating a .step .in themetho'd; 

gEig'. is ,a'zviewsimilar .toFig. 4 illustrating a 
>>-~ff,ur~the'r.-sten; vand I3Fig.¢61is.a.view similar to Figs. 4 and 5 illus 
trat'ina-..a»~?na1'steam ‘the method 
qReferring 2now to the drawing there is shown 

'.-.in'-;»l‘_‘i_g.;_.l;,apanelgoriboardwlo formed of inter 
_-_f_el__ted =?brous-,material__orthe like and suitably of 
;flbe'r.:board_of the type ‘heretofore employed for 

_ ' ' ' "Panel 10 includes a 

~multiplicity . of openings or perforations '“l 2 ex 
tending inwardly from the face .of the panel to 
:be exposed to the sound to be absorbed. The 
Openings-i2 ,mayiybe ofa size, depth and distribu 
tion asdeterminedby-the character of the board. 
lForpurposes'ofiexamplekitmay be stated that 

density ?ber board, the 
vopenings.-r'ri'ay be, say,,_from 1Alto a" indiame 
.ter',',~pl'aced_ approximately V2" ‘on centers and of 
, a depth to; penetrate well, into'the interior of the 
.board. ‘Usually the panels are made 12" square, 
although, of course, the dimensions may be var 
_ iedas desired; 

Referringnow particularly to Figs. 2 and 3, an 
apparatus is illustrated for'forming the perfora 
tionsin accordance ‘with .the instant method. 
The methodaas opposed to known practice, con 
sists in'_.punching or piercing the face of the 
board in such a manner as to displace the ?bers 
laterally into the body of the board. The ap 
paratus comprises a plurality of punch presses, 
_.three being shownat I4,- i6 and 18 respectively, 
._ ‘each! of which may be substantially identical with 
the-others, .exceptfor the size and character of 
the punches or piercing needles. Punch press It 
,wilibe described in some? detail, it being under 
stood that the description'applies equally to the 

v other punch presses with the exception noted. 
: Punchpress l4 includes a platen or a head 20 
comprisingin its preferred embodiment plates 
22 and 24 of substantially the area of the panel 

. to be ‘operated on. Plate 22 includes a plurality 
.of; preferably upwardly beveled openings 26 dis~ 
tributed in accordance with the pattern of perw 
forations selected for the panel, the openings be 
ingadapted to receive punches 28. The latter 

“are provided. with enlarged heads 30 of a size and 
character to provide a tight driving fit with 
openings 26.. Plate 24 is preferably imperforate 
and closely =overlies plate 22 to prevent retrac 



tion of punches 28. Spaced some distance below 
plates 24 and 22 is a third plate 32 provided with 
openings or perforations 34 of a size and distribu 
tion to receive punches 28 with a tight driving 
?t. Plates 22, 24 and 32 are held in assembled 
relationship by any suitable meanawhich may, 
for example, comprise bolts 35 placed at suitable 
intervals along the edges of the plates. Between 
plates 22 and 32 a sleeve 38 surrounds each bolt 
to maintain the spaced relationship of the plates. 
Platen 20 is carried by a rod 38 supporteddn 
suitable guides (not shown) for 
eating movement. 
teeth 40 meshing with the teeth of a pinion gear 
42 carried by a shaft 44, supported in suitable‘ 
bearings 46. ‘As will be observed from an inspec 
tion of Fig. 2', similar pinion gears 48 and 50 are 
carried by shaft 44 for meshing engagement with 
the corresponding racks on the platen rods of 
punch presses l6 and i8. Shaft 44 is driven in 
any suitable manner as through bevel gears 52 
and 54, and by any suitable means to cause ro 
tation of the shaft alternately in opposite-direc 
tions to move the platens‘ 20 upwardly and down. 
wardly. ' ' ~ ‘ 

Fixed to a stationary part of the machine in 
any suitable manner is a guide plate 56 provided 
with perforations 58 in vertical alignment-with 
the perforations of plates Hand 32. Perforations 
58 are of a size to receive the punches in a-rela 
tively loose sliding ?t. As will be understood, 
plate 56 supports. the slender, needle-like punches 
against excessive bending and displacement and 
also serves as a panel abutment surface to. force 
release of the punches upon upward movement of 
the platen. Preferably the apparatus is arranged 
so that upon upward movement of the platen, the 
punches are withdrawn through or substantially 
through the perforations 58. ' " > 
Below the punch presses a table 60 is provided 

on which the panels are fed beneath the several 
presses, suitable guides being provided (not 
shown) for positioning the panels. Table 60 may 
take the ‘form of a conveyor operated intermit 
tently in timed relationship to the ‘operation of 
the punches. LA retractable stop 52 may be em 

' ployed as an element of the positioning means. 
As pointed out above, the several-presses are 

preferably alike except that the punches of suc 
ceeding presses are of successively larger diame 
ter, the punches of the ?nal press being of sub 
stantially the diameter of the openings of the 
completed panel. As shown in Fig. 4. punches 
28 of punch press H are of relatively small di 

ending in a sharp 

point. 
being of needle shape. Punches 
Figs. 5 and 6) of presses 
are of enlarged diameters and terminate in rela 
tively blunt points, as shown. 
In carrying out the method the panel is ?rst 

press I4 and platen 20 

forced downwardly by the driving means, previ 
ously referred to, to cause punches or needles 28 
to penetrate to the desired distance into the 
panel, The extent of penetration may be con 
trolled_ as desired. but preferably will be the 
greater part of the thickness of the panel. As the 
sharp points enter the 
between the ?bers and force them laterally into 
the body of the material. After withdrawal of 
the punches by upward movement of platen 20, 
the panel is shifted beneath punch press 16 and 
the operation repeated. punches 65 entering the 
perforations or openings formed by punches 28 

E4 and 66 (see 

vertical recipro- > 

Rod 38 is provided with rackv 
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_, _ any great 
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and further displacing the ?bers to enlarge the 
openings. press 18 is then 

punches 64 and 
the panel shifted to underlie punch press i8. The 
platen of this press is then lowered and punches 
86 enter the perforations or openings made by the 
previouspunching operations and cause further 
displacement of the ?bers to enlarge the openings 
to the desired ?nished dimensions. In normal 
operation the panels are preferably continuously 
fed into one end of the apparatus, the left hand 
end, as illustrated in Fig. 1, and the completed 
panels are withdrawn at the other end, each panel 
being subjected to the several punching actions 
during its through the machine. 
Although three punching operations are shown, 
it will be understood that any 
may be employed depending upon the size and 
character of the openings to be provided. 

' As shown somewhat diagrammatically, particu 
larly in Fig. 6, the piercing of the ?brous material 
in the manner describeddisplaces'the ?bers lat 
erally and downwardly without severing them to 

extent. This action provides rounded 
lips,at the mouths of the perforations, as indi 
cated’ at 68, which are of particular importance 
where they panels carry a surface coating, as the 

_ forced over this rounded edge and to 
some extent into the mouths of the perforations, 

the appearance of the panels. 
Due to _ are ?rst pene 

trated by the needle-like punches 28 and the re 
maining punches enter performed perforations, 
no such undue pressure is applied to the face of 
the board as would tend to collapse the board or 
cause surface cracks. _ 
Having thus described my invention in rather 

' full detail, it will be understood that these details 
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i6 and I8 respectively . 
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material they penetrate ' 
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.need not be strictly adhered to, but that various 
changes and modi?cations will suggest them 
selves to one skilled in the art, all falling within 
the scope of the invention as de?ned by the sub 

joined claims. 
What I claim is: 

. l. A method of improving the sound-absorbing 
characteristics of a ?brous sheet material com 
prising forming at spaced points in the sheet a 
multiplicity of elongated openings extending in 
wardly from a face thereof by penetrating said 
sheet at each of said points with a plurality of 
punches of successively increasing diameters. 

2. A method of improving the sound-absorbing 
characteristics of a ?brous sheet comprising 
forming at spaced points in the sheet a multiplic 
ity of elongated perforations extending inwardly 
from a face thereof by penetrating said sheet at 
said points with punches of one diameter to dis 
place the ?bers of said sheet and form openings 
therein, and thereafter penetrating said sheet at 
the same points with punches of larger diameter 
to further separate said ?bers and to enlarge said 

openings. 3. A method of forming elongated openings in 
a ?brous panel to improve the sound-absorbing 
characteristics thereof comprising punching said 
panel at given points with small diameter. sharp, 
needle-like elements to force the ?bers apart and 
to de?ne narrow openings at said points, and 
thereafter punching said panel said points with 
larger punches having tapering ends. said second 
punches entering said narrow 
ther displacing the ?bers adjacent the openings 
to enlarge the same. 

4. A method of formingelongated openings in 
a ?brous panel to improve the sound-absorbing 

openings and fur- , 
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characteristics thereof comprising simultaneous 
ly penetrating said panel at a multiplicity of 
points distributed throughout the area thereof 
with a plurality of punches operating successively 
and of successively increasing diameters. 

5. A method of forming elongated openings in 
a. ?brous panel comprising simultaneously pene 
trating said panel at a multiplicity of points dis 
tributed throughout the area thereof with sharp 
ened needle-like elements to force the ?bers apart 
and to de?ne narrow openings at said points, and 
penetrating said openings at said .points with 

C1 

10 

3 
larger punches to further displace the ?bers ad~ 
jacent the openings to enlarge the same without 
crushing the panel. 

6. An apparatus comprising a plurality of 
presses, each carrying a plurality of punches ar 
ranged in identical patterns, the punches of suc 
cessive presses being of increased diameter with 
respect to those of preceding presses, means for 
supporting panels in position to be successively 
acted upon by the punches of each of said presses, 
and means for operating said presses. 

WILLIAM I. LUCIUS. 
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